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ABM TAKES THE BURDEN OFF FACILITY MANAGERS

No one was too hot or
too cold and everything
ran like clockwork!

Count on us for individual or integrated facility services.., from parking lot to rooftop.
 Electrical & Lighting  Facilities Engineering  Landscape & Grounds
 Energy Solutions  HVAC & Mechanical  Parking & Transportation
 EV Charging Stations  Janitorial Services

Get started with ABM,
visit abm.com/goodday or call 866.809.9002

ABM.
Building Value
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CHRIS MELLEN, CPM,

ARM (PRES1DENT

IREM.ORG), IS VICE

PRESIDENT OF THE

SIMON COMPANIES.

A NATIONAL REAL
ESTATE OWNER,

MANAGER AND

DEVELOPER

HEADQUARTERED IN
BRAINTREE. MASS.

SET THE BAR
IN SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainahility has been a hot topic for some tirnr
now, and as property managers, we not only have to
stay ahead of the curve with measurable sustainahil-
ity practices, but set the bar for the future generation.

Reduce Your Carbon Footprint (p.10) In California alone,
experts expect energy prices to jump 47 percent in the next
16 years-couple that with droughts, and energy and water
prices will continue to escalate. Did you know that outfitting
a 500,000 -square -foot office according to EPA energy guide-
lines can generate cost savings of $120,000? Get tips to drop
your property's operating costs this year.

Taking a Temperature Read (p.18) Environmentalefficien-
cy and the functionality of heating and cooling systems is
even more important in outpatient or medical office build-
ings (MOB) where maintaining healthy, comfortable and
Financially prudent conditions are crucial to the success of

healthcare businesses. Take a peek inside of a medical office
building's cutting -edge HVAC system and learn how they
were able to keep tenants comfortable, tackle equipment
challenges and save money.

Bentafl Kennedy's Sustainability Strategy (p.34) You

won't want 10 miss a case study on this REME-Award-win-
fling compiny, and how they put innovative solutions into
practice for managing waste streams. From engaging shop-
pers through their E -Waste Retail Challenge, to recycling
cigarette butts, Bentall Kennedy is a trailblazer in the sus-
tainability arena.

The IREM Certified Sustainabitity Property Certification
If you haven't already, be sure to look into the IREM Cer-
tified Sustainable Property Certification. With this certifi-
cation, you'll improve your property's marketability, engage

owners and tenants and increase low/no-cost projects. Learn
more at iremsustainability.com.
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NEWSFLASH BUZZ::

\Vith horncowncrship iIIaCCeSSil)lC to many and a large number
of New Jcrsey professionals preferring a more mobile lifestyle, the
demand for rental apartments vill continue to rise throughout 2016
in the Garden State. The most in -demand properties are those that place
residents within easy reach of his or her workplace. In such a highly competitive
market, though, more and more developers are sweetening the pot by offering an
array of onsite amenities, which can include everything from fitness facilities and
club rooms to swimming pools and concierge service. Onsite movie theaters and
rooftop terraces are also proving to be popular draws. One of the most popular
of the new apartment communities is The Waverly in Neptune Township, which
was developed by the BNE Real Estate Group. Kristina Hedden, vice president of
marketing for BNE, said, "From the very conception of a development, we assess
the demographics of our future tenants to determine what's important to them and
how we can make their lives easier.. .We're seeing more and more people working
from home, so we responded by providing amenities that suit their needs. This
includes tech -savvy business centers, self -serve coffee bars and cafe -style lounges
with community tables.

Injersey City, meanwhile, Building and Land Technology (BLT) opened its latest
apartment community at The Beacon this past summer. The brisk rental activity
at the new 18 -story Criterion building follows the successful leasing of four other
luxury apartment buildings at The Beacon.John Masso, regional manager for The
Beacon, said that each building "offers its own distinctive character and ambiance,
blending historic architecture, modern finishes and private amenities to provide

r

a wide range of options for residents
within the community." Masso added
that the amenity package includes
Overlook Park, a 45,000 -square -
foot landscaped oasis offering grills
and seating areas; an additional two -
acre park that boasts a children's
playground and dog runs; high -floor
sky lounges; Wi-Fi in common areas;
and children's playrooms. Residents
can also participate in yoga classes,
spin classes and other events. Also in
Jersey City, Ironstate Development and
Panepinto Properties have teamed up
on 70 Columbus. The new 50 -story,
545 -unit luxury rental building opened
for leasing in November and includes
such onsite amenities as a landscaped
roof deck that features a pool, barbecue
stations, and a sport court. Residents
can also enjoy interior amenities like
the billiards room and a catering
kitchen.
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BUZZ '1I\VSFLASll / SOUN1)BITES

slowly you go as long as you
do not stop.
-Confucius

Even if you are on the right track,
you'LL get run over if you
just sit there.
-Will Rogers

Leadership is the art of getting
someone else to do something you
want done because he wants to do it.
-Dwight Eisenhower

The successful man is the one who
finds out what us the matter
with his business before his
competitors do.
-Roy L. Smith

ALways forgive your
enemies. Nothing annoys them
more.

Oscar Wilde

Those who say it cannot be
done, should not interrupt those
doing it.
-Chinese Proverb

The probLem with the rat
race is that even if you win, you're
still a rat.
-Lilly Tomlin

MAPPING OF ENTIRE BUILDINGS
WITH MOBILE DEVICES
ETH Zurich

Er H Zurich professorThomas Schops and colleagues have developed software they
say makes it easy to create three-dimensional (3D) models of buildings. The software
is designed to run on a new type of tablet computer from Google's Project Tango and
can generate 3D maps in real time. The team's purely optical method is based on
comparingmultipleimagestakenonthetabletbyafisheyelens,andusingtheprinciple
of triangulation in a manner similar to the way it is applied in geodetic surveying.

The software analyzes two images of a building's facade, which were shot
from different positions. For each pixel in an image, the software searches for
the corresponding element in the other. The software can determine
how far picture elements are from the device and can use
this information to generate a 3D model of the object. Real-
time feedback is possible because all of the calculations are
performed directly on the tablet and the device has high -
processing power. Schops said the software also has potential applications in
surveying entire districts, enabling cars to automatically detect the dimensions of
parking spaces as well as in virtual -reality computer games and augmented reality.
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BUZZ::

AYS
1-'roperty

Managers
Can Safely
Use Community
Rooms and
Clubhouses

Protect both parties,
the property and the

responsible party should
have a signed contract or
agreement for the space

that includes, among other
items, a clear statement of
rules for use of the facility
and a checklist for cleanup
and lockup before the keys

are returned.

Adequately assess
fire risk and

post emergency
evacuation plans.

Permit only safe
decorations, If your
apartment property

opts to have standing
decorations in common

spaces. for instance.
exercise safety to

ensure they don't go up
in flames.

Property Management Insider

Indoor and outdoor community gathering areas are
considered a key amenity for apartment residents. Residents
who reserve space at multifamily properties to host a
gathering have an obligation to act responsibly. At the same
time, it is the obligation of apartment management to provide
a safe venue that minimizes the risk of personal injury and
damage to the property. The National Safety Council has
teamed with Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) and
other sources to offer seven safety tips that, if applied in
apartment communities, can help provide a safe venue for
such functions and events any time of the year.

Apartments should have adequate insurance coverage,
but the lessee should also be protected. Beth Schacherer of
American Modern Insurance stated, Make sure your renters
have an up-to-date renter's policy to ensure they are covered
for any liability or personal damage. Consider requiring that

proof of insurance as part of your rental agreement."

Be sure to right -
size the venue
for the event.

An overcrowded
room poses a
risk to guests
and will likely

get the attention
of the local fire

marshal.

Apartment managers should check
paths, steps and any ramps to and

from gathering areas for stability and
maintenance to prevent slips and trips.

Keep food and beverage consumption safe.
Management should encourage hosts to provide plenty
of food and non-alcoholic drinks, including snacks high

in protein and carbohydrates that delay the absorption of
alcohol. Furthermore, hosts should avoid serving too many

salty foods so people don't get thirsty and drink more.
Another good rule of thumb is to only serve alcohol from one

area within your party, away from the party entrance.
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:: BUZZ

DOWNLOAD ME

POCKET

17 million users can't be wrong about
Pocket, named one of the best apps
by the App Store. Pocket is like your
own personal "save it later" button for
links, articles, videos or web pages that
you are browsing but don't quite have
the time to read immediately. You also
don't need an Internet connection to
view your saved items.
lOS, Android; FREE.

a.
Iiiis app is like a living, breathing
rolodex that maintains itself. Why
struggle keeping your contact infor-
mation up to date when your business
associates (and friends and family) can
update their contact information for
you. Instead of manually changing
a friend's address when they move,
Addappt syncs phone numbers, email,
addresses, URLs, birthdays and more.
lOS and Android users; free.

MOST OF THESE
APPS ARE FREE TO

DOWNLOAD AND ARE
DESIGNED FOR MOST

MOBILE DEVICES

A robust P1 )F reader for your
iPad, iPhone and iPod touch,
GoodReader lets you read any-
thing,
anywhere: books, movies, maps,
pictures and more. You can even
annotate and markup text, as well
as sign documents.
iOS; $4.99.

If you've ever wondered where
you entire day went, now you can
have an app that tells you. Eternity
Time Log tracks your day using
Work, Play and Sleep categories
and breaks them into useful charts
and graphs that you can export
to any device-so you can really
see how productive you're being.
Whether you use it to become more
productive at personal goals, to
track a project or even to better
manage your day so you have more
time with family or friends, then
Eternity Time Log is an app for
you.
iPad and iPhone; $4.99.

FAST
FACTS
Penguins will give their mate a peb-
ble as a way of proposing.

A BANANA IS
I ACTUALLY A
t BERRY.

A strawberry isn't.

A pencil has
the potential

to draw a line
38 MILES
LONG.

A HEALTHY (NON-
COLORBUND) HUMAN EYE
CAN DISTINGUISH BETWEEN

OSHA ES
0 GRY.

TH RE ARE
MORE FAKE

FLAMINGOS IN
THE WORLD
THAN REAL
FLAMINGOS.

Vending

machines kill
four times as The 'pound" key on

many people as your keyboard (#) is

sharks. called an octotroph.
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H BUZZ::

TOP5
HIGHEST
& LOWEST
TOTAL ANNUAL INCOME

HIGHEST TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES

I

Saint Louis Nashville, Tenn.

$5,970.80 $1,789.55

Sarasota, Ha. Columbus. Ohio

$5,150.46 $1,801.16

Fort Myers. Fla Phoenix

$3,430.11 $1,804.89

Metbourne, Fla Little Rock, Ark.

$3,347 85 $1917.54

Jacksonvitle, Fla Milwaukee

$3,292.28 $2,098.46

LOWEST TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES
METRO vii SIAN SAMFl.E SIZE TYPE METRO MEDIAN

Saint Louis $5,970.80 14 LR Nashville, Tenn. $1,789.55

Sarasota, Fla. $5,150.46 26 LR Columbus, Ohio $1,801.16

Fort Myers, Fla. $3,430.11 53 LR Phoenix $1,804.89

Melbourne, Fla. $3,347.85 8 LR Little Rock, Ark. $1,917.54

Jacksonville, Fla. $3,292.28 19 LR Milwaukee
I

$2,098.46

SAMPLE SIZE TYPE

15 LR

43
I

LR

7 LR

5 LR

7 LR

*Minimum sample of 5
TAE= Total All Expenses For Low Rise Condominiums
In Median Dollars per Unit
Data from the 2015 Expense Analysis: Condominiums, Cooperatives, & PUDs

AFIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS®
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT

______

WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.
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TAKE CARE OF
YOUR PEOPLE AND
YOUR PROPERTIES
You may be implementing energy efficient
lighting, tight controls and recycling pro-
tocols in your properties, but have you worked
at creating a sustainable environment for the people
who occupy them?

Viiliin the i'ealiii ol susiainability, a main focus in
the past on has been on energy, whether we empha-
sized greater efficiency or the benefits of audits. It's
certainly one of the principal pillars of sustainabil-
ity in the real estate industry, and will continue to
be. In recent times, additional focus has started to
shift towards greater awareness about water, waste
and materials management. In essence, the world
is getting on board with sustainability and climate
change, more so than ever before, and with deep
impacts on the real estate industry.

Never before has there been more awareness re-
garding sustainability and green practices. 2015
was the hottest year in recorded history-by far.
Carbon dioxide is a proven and real threat to the
environment, and emissions -reduction strategies
are on the rise everywhere. As IREM Members
and real estate professionals, we are demonstrat-
ing sustainability practices in our buildings and
properties-it's part of what differentiates us.

But what about sustainability practices in a more
broad -based sense?

Numerous siudics have shown that greater em-
ployee happiness is directly linked to higher pro-
ductivity and profits. Work at making more invit-
ing and attractive offices that set a positive tone.

0
> Provide healthy snacks
> Use tasteful and feel -good colors, vibrant

plants, music, fabrics and soothing decorations
> Implement warm yet efficient lighting
> Consider become pet friendly

(with friendly pets)
> Look into treadmill desks or other health -

conscious additions
> Always use environmentally friendly

materials/products

Lxpaiid your sustaiiiability eflorts by o!l'criiig well-
ness as a natural complement that provides deeper
benefits not readily seen in energy reductions or
gallons of water conserved. Buildings demonstrat-
ing energy and water efficiency, and green and
eco-friendly practices are more valuable now than
ever before. The value of any organization will
rise when sustainability encompasses the human
element. Focus on the weilness of people within
those settings by actively becoming aware of, and
making good choices toward, a healthy and fulfill-
ing environment.

When guests or potential hires walk into a
harmonious environment, they immediately feel
drawn in and more comfortable. Our focus should
be in creating and celebrating an environment that
is nurturing and helps people feel good. The math
is easy-people often spend more hours in their
work environments than they do at home with
their families. Maintaining and retaining person-
nel within companies is a great investment. .

TAKE CARE OF

YOUR PEOPLE-
BECAUSE

PEOPLE TAKE

CARE OF YOUR

PROPERTIES,

PROPERTIES

CAN'T TAKE

CARE OF YOUR

PEOPLE."

JOHN KLEIN.
(JKLE/NJDMGMI
COM) IS THE

PRINCIPAL OF JDM

ASSOCIATES IN
FALLS CHURCH, VA.

MR. KLEIN IS
ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF

A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GREEN
REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS. ORG.
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IREM LEADERSHIP AND
LEGISLATIVE SUMMIT
CAPITOL HILL VISIT DAY

Every year IREM Members convene in

Washington, DC to influence the industry,

discuss key legislation, develop their leadership

skills, and make their voices heard on Capitol
Hill. Join your colleagues this April 9-13, 2016,
and help make key decisions that guide the
future of the Institute!

Featuring Keynote Speaker

Ann Compton, former ABC News

White House Correspondent

AGENDA FOR ACTION

....Niii
Register Today at I

www.irem.org/LLS April 9-13, 2016 Omni Shoreham Hotel . Washington, DC

Modernize. Streamline. Grow.
Everything you need to run a modern property management

business in one simple solution.

www.appfoIio.com 866.452.3358

T'!If'i!
IU

Easy Vacancy Mobile Pospeci Online Rental
Posting Inspections ri Tracking Applications [crises

11
WebBased Protessional Accurate neuranco Online Rental Contact

Websites Account np Payments Center

®ppfollo
Property Manager
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1.
WATER IS
DRAINING
PROFITS

Water was expensive even before western states such
as California began experiencing droughts. Now,
with one-third of the U.S. officially suffering droughts and
half the country abnormally dry, rates have increased na-
tionally by 33 percent since 2010. For some areas, water costs
have risen by over 300 percent since 2000.

These trends force commercial water consumers to hire
water experts to help efficiently manage water consumption
while maintaining a property's vibrancy. While cutting down
on water usage is important, it's also equally as important not
to let the landscape slip.

Maintaining a picturesque look that attracts high-
er -value tenants is a business necessity for many commer-
cial properties, but it can be difficult to balance water use
to maintain a building's exterior (and keep tenants ser-
viced) while saving water and reducing irrigation costs.

> CUT WATER COSTS
To cut water costs, perform a water assessment that pro-
vides an estimate of how much water is required for a land-
scape, given the location and characteristics. Although it's
often forgotten in the frenzy to update landscaping, eval-

2 .In
2014, the average U.S. residen-

tial price of electricity increased
3.1 percent from the previous
year. The U.S. Energy Information
Administration forecasts a continued

T H E COST increase in costs, with $110 -per -month

OF EL EC- residential electric expected to increase

TRICITY is
to $180 per month in 20 years.

Increased investment in transmission
SHOCKING and distribution infrastructure, rising

Q
requirements to generate renewable
energy, and regional wholesale markets
experiencing increased prices all con-
tributed to rising prices. States such as
Hawaii, Alabama, Texas, Maryland
and South Carolina were hit especially
hard.

Energy conservation is an im-

uating baseline water usage enables
property managers to gauge the im-
pact of water -reduction techniques.

Regular irrigation system inspec-
tions can identify possible water waste,
while implementing more intelligent
irrigation controllers can automate the
process of scheduling landscape water-
ing-accounting for weather data and
collecting data for analysis.

Inside the building, aftermarket flow
limiters can reduce dollars from run-
ning down the drain. By limiting flow
through fixtures such as sinks, toilets
and showers, property managers can
save hundreds of dollars per month on
their water bills.

Implement a sustainable water -sav-
ings plan, and watch water usage fall
from the pre -established baseline.
Minimizing water waste has benefits
for both Mother Earth and your com-
pany's bank account.

portant cost -reduction step, and it's not always as simple
as turning a light off when you're not in a room (though
that helps). Property managers need to pay attention to
every possible way to conserve energy, including print-
ing less (which is tougher than it sounds in a paper -driv-
en industry like property management), adding insula-
tion and upgrading units with energy -efficient appliances.

> REDUCE POWER USAGE
Any powered appliance or device should be ENERGY
STAR -certified and compliant, as should exit points such as
windows, doors and skylights. Ensure the building is well -in-
sulated to further drop energy expenses related to heating
and air conditioning.

Regularly inspect and maintain heating and cooling units,
and replace them when the benefit of the electricity savings
surpasses maintenance costs of current units. Even a 10 per-
cent reduction in energy can result in a 1.5 percent increase in
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net operating income. Efficiency can translate to big savings. In
fact, outfitting a 500,000 -square -foot office according to EPA
energy guidelines can generate cost savings of $120,000 over
three years, increasing the asset value over $1 million.

LED lighting has become popular in many agricultural and
industrial applications, and it can also assist property manag-
ers. Although LED bulbs cost more upfront, the lifetime energy
savings are around $200 when compared to a standard halogen
bulb-not to mention that the halogen will need to be replaced
about 14 times during the LED's lifespan.

By replacing equipment with low -powered equivalents and
regularly monitoring and inspecting equipment, property man-
agers will find huge savings in decreasing energy costs.

3.
MAINTAINING
APPEARANCE
IS COSTLY

Maintenance is one of the most expensive bills for
property management, as the entire facility re-
quires regular care, repair and cleaning in order
to attract and retain tenants. It's not uncommon to
spend $1,000 or more just on paint, carpet and landscaping
to attract a new tenant.

To pile on regular maintenance costs, there are often
hidden fees required to maintain a property, including in-
surance, taxes, legal fees, administration fees and more.
The insurance costs for a landlord policy, for example,
are about 25 percent higher than a typical homeown-
er's policy. There's also the problem of' unauthorized ten-
ants, including pets and at-home businesses that weren't
properly disclosed during the contract signing. It's some-
times necessary to pay legal costs of $200 or more per
hour to resolve legal disputes such as evicting a tenant.

PROPERTY MANAGERS
NEED TO PAY
ATTENTION TO EVERY
POSSIBLE WAY TO
CONSERVE ENERGY,
INCLUDING PRINTING
LESS, ADDING
INSULATION AND
UPGRADING UNITS WITH
ENERGY -EFFICIENT
APPLIANCES.

> DECREASE MAINTENANCE COSTS
Scheduled and routine inspections are at the core of reigning
in maintenance costs. Inspect units before a tenant moves in,
after six months of residency, each time the lease is renewed,
and immediately after the tenant moves out. This provides a
documented overview (and legal defense) of who's responsible
for any possible damages.

Be proactive by discussing missed payments or assisting
tenants who may make regular maintenance requests.

There's the possibility that a tenant is inadvertently caus-
ing damage, and working together toward a solution is much
easier than going straight to an eviction notice.

Inspecting the landscape and exterior structure keeps staff
aware of potential issues that can be brought up and fixed
prior toit becoming an issue that may affect a building's prof-
itability. Visually inspect buildings for cracks or any signs
of damage or deterioration, and ensure foundation problems
don't spread further.

Through inspections, cost reduction can occur organical-
ly-as long as the property manager is willing to shell out
initial upfront costs for long-term savings benefits.

Utility and maintenance costs are expected to contin-
ue climbing, and it's a hard market for property manage-
ment. Take control of operating and utility expenses to de-
crease costs, update your units and boost your property's
Earth -friendly appeal.

DAVID SCHWARTZ (SCHWARTZDAVID2O15(aGMAIL.COM) IS THE FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF THE WATER SCROOGE, WHICH OFFERS PAT-
ENTED, MAINTENANCE -FREE WATER CONSERVATION SOLUTIONS TO HOMEOWNERS AND LANDLORDS. LOCATED IN NEW YORK, NY.
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PEOPLE -

DRIVEN
VALUES:
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COUNTS

Knowing and understanding the true
hard costs of doing business are key to
the successful operation of an enterprise
of any kind. Forget profit. If hard costs are
not met, a company will effectively operate at a
loss. And who's in business to lose money? As a
kid in my twenties, I can remember meeting with
property owners and reviewing our management
agreement in detail. As soon as we reached the
"fee" section, I could always anticipate the ques-
tions that would be asked. "So you mean if you
don't generate enough off of the fixed percentage,
you will charge a flat fee instead?" "Yes," I would
respond. It's a simple concept: Ensure that your
hard costs are met so you are not losing lose mon-
ey in the course of doing business.

Simple as it seems, Californians are now faced
with a similar circumstance in light of the drought
and dire water shortage facing our state. Yes, our
governor threw down the gauntlet in asking resi-
dents to cut usage by up to 25 percent. Kiss your
green lawns goodbye-brown is the new green for
many property owners. But statewide, from north
to south, our people answered the call to conserve
water and as a result, water districts across the
state are now struggling to cover their own hard
costs. Yes, this struggle means property owners
are now being asked to use less and pay more to
offset the difference. Note, with the El Nino storm
system and subsequent snowpack, we are likely to
emerge from the drought system this year. But it's
highly unlikely that we will see our water rates de-
cline to previous billing rates.

F.
0

There is a growing sense of social responsibility
spanning the globe that tells us
"WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER."

People want to know that the companies they do
business with consistently are in line with the
ethics and values that -
they support.

It's a frustrating circumstance and certainly one
that reflects on the lack of accountability and re-
sourcefulness at the public agency level. And no,
I am not suggesting that this is widespread. I'll let
you form your own opinion. Instead, I am abso-
lutely impressed by the bigger picture, that be-
ing the social significance. You see, our utilities
provide us with the basic elements to power our
lives, to fuel our heat and cooking, or to drink,
bathe and clean. But there is a growing sense of
social responsibility-not just in California but
spanning the globe-that tells us "we're in this to-
gether." People want to know that the companies
they do business with, the services and solutions
they purchase and use, consistently are in line
with the ethics and values that they support. This
is not something that is price -point or demograph-
ic -driven. This is people -driven.

So whether there is a shortage in your state or
not, the time is now. Set yourself apart from the
rest by marketing your social responsibility to
your current and prospective customers and cli-
ents. This is about more than making a dollar. It's
about making a difference. Are you doing your
part?

NICHOLAS DUNLAP.
CPM, (NDUNLAP8
AVANATH.COM)
IS THE DIRECTOR
OF PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT OF
AVANATH CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT IN
IRVINE, CALIF.
FOLLOW HIM ON
TWITTER:

NICHOLASDUNLAP.

REAL ESTATE
ENT

-T --J
MR. DUNLAP IS ALSO
THE AUTHOR OF THE
BRICK AND MORTAR
PIGGY BANKS: YOUR

GUIDE TO CREAT-
ING LIFE CHANGING
WEALTH THROUGH
REAL ESTATE IN-
VESTMENT (E -BOOK).

AVAILABLE AT IREM-
BOOKS.ORG.
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en the indoor air quality
rid temperature inside of
y facility go unnoticed
tenants, it is a strong in-
ttor the building's heat -
ventilation and air con -
ling (HVAC) systems
orking properly. While
ly invisible to tenants,

ii viu should be top -of -mind
for every property manager and building owner. This is es-
pecially true considering energy costs continue to rise and
HVAC systems are a large contributor to a building's indoor
environmental quality and energy use.

Environmental efficiency and the functionality of heating
and cooling systems is even more important in outpatient or
medical office buildings (MOB) where maintaining healthy,
comfortable and financially prudent conditions are crucial to
the success of healthcare businesses.

"When working with healthcare tenants, building effi-
ciency is becoming increasingly important," said Rebecca
Monroe, CPM, vice president of asset management for CNL
Healthcare Properties, a real estate investment trust (REIT)
focused on senior housing and healthcare facilities. "From a
financial perspective, costs are already high for most medical
providers and reimbursements are continuously being cut.
An energy -efficient building not only reduces facility costs
for our tenants, but also lessens allergens and produces a
healthier environment for patients with weakened immune
systems."

"Additionally, it provides tenants with confidence that the
building's systems will function at all times, allowing them to
better serve their patients," said Monroe.

IL.]I:1.].1uIlIYAli4
Improved cognitive function is another strong argument for
improving indoor air quality. Ajoint peer -review study-As-
sociations of Cognitive Function Scores with Carbon Dioxide, Venti-

lation, and Volatile Organic Compound Exposures in QJjice Work-

ers: A. Controlled Exposure Study of Green and Conventional Office

Environments-recently conducted by researchers from Har-
vard University, SUNY-Upstate Medical Center and Syra-
cuse University, shows that improved indoor environmental

quality can positively impact human cognitive function, thus
optimizing conditions for health and increasing worker pro-
ductivity and performance.

In the study, where 24 participants spent six full workdays
in an environmentally controlled office space, researchers
reported that on average, employees' cognitive function test
scores improved 101 percent in green building environments

with enhanced ventilation compared to a conventional build-
ing environment.

For these reasons and more, energy management and sus-
tainability are a primary focus of the property management
and ownership team at the 62,503 -square -foot Scripps Med-
ical Building in Chula Vista, Calif. Located on the campus
of Scripps Mercy Hospital, the five -story building is owned
by CNL Healthcare Properties and managed by Cypress
West Partners of Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif.

Originally built in 1975, the property was acquired by
CNL Healthcare Properties in January 2014. The medical
office building (MOB) is currently 97 percent occupied and
houses two primary tenants, including Scripps Health Sys-
tem and Quest Diagnostics. Multiple family practice, urgent
and surgical care offices occupy the remainder of the build-
ing.

As a part of the acquisition, the Property Conditions Re-
port revealed the lifespan of the rooftop HVAC equipment
was nearing its end. Furthermore, the building's two existing
direct expansion (DX) HVAC units used R-22 refrigerant, a
product the Environmental Protection Agency is phasing out
due to its ozone depleting properties. After 2020, the produc-
tion or importing of R-22 refrigerant will be banned. This
environmental concern alone put the property management
team on alert. However, comfort issues, energy efficiency and
failing equipment challenges just months after purchasing
the building made it apparent that the aging rooftop equip-
ment needed to be replaced sooner than anticipated.

Due to Southern California's warm climate, it was imper-
ative to find a reliable and efficient HVAC solution as Soon
as possible. The improvement effort not only had to meet
CNL Healthcare Properties' commitment to sustainability,
but it also needed to ensure optjmal indoor temperature and
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failing equipment challenges just months after purchasing
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ment needed to be replaced sooner than anticipated.

Due to Southern California's warm climate, it was imper-
ative to find a reliable and efficient HVAC solution as Soon
as possible. The improvement effort not only had to meet
CNL Healthcare Properties' commitment to sustainability,
but it also needed to ensure optjmal indoor temperature and
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air quality before, during and alter installation. In order to
meet this challenge, Walt Kritsky, a licensed engineer and
manager for CNL Healthcare Properties' technical services,
reviewed the options and recommended the best possible
solutions for the building's HVAC system.

According to Kritsky, replacing the existing DX system
(which cools the air directly from the evaporation of a re-
frigerant) with a similar R-l34a refrigerant machine was the
most economical approach. However, the solution did not
provide the most energy efficient option in today's market-
place.

"Our goal was to decrease the quantity of refrigerant, im-
prove the building performance and occupant comfort, as
well as reduce overall energy consumption," said Kritsky.

With this in mind, a Daikin air-cooled scroll chiller offered
the best solution and fit the existing footprint at a minimal
cost premium. Its characteristics also provided optimal per-
formance under part -load conditions, in which the chiller is
most likely to operate under normal circumstances. Part -load
efficiency refers to the ability of a system to handle part -load
energy use, which must be taken into account when specify-
ing an HVAC system.

Since proper sizing of an HVAC system can maximize part-
load efficiency, it was important to understand the peak
heating load as well as the system's load profile. To accom-
plish this, the building was modeled using DOE -2 building
energy use and cost analysis software. Additionally, Kritsky
performed a vendor's Facility Improvement Measures (FIMs)
calculation to determine cost savings and the return on in-
vestment.

Due to seismic regulations in California, another consid-
eration was the weight of the chilled water system, which is
nearly double that of the existing DX system. Fortunately,
load calculations determined that no seismic retrofitting was
required.

The facility's HVAC contractor, Greater San Diego Air
Conditioning Company, completed the HVAC project
within four months and is now responsible for maintaining
the systems, as well as ensuring its efficiency. In addition
to installing the two HVAC units, further work included
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upgrades to the building's filtration system. This entailed
switching from standard pleated filters to a poly filter, which
better withstands the moist coastal climate and improves ef-
ficiency due to its low airflow resistance. The building
also selected E -coated coils to increase durability and oper-
ational efficiency.

"The biggest challenge was keeping the building up and
running while replacing and upgrading the entire HVAC
system," said Ron MacArthur, project manager for Greater
San Diego Air Conditioning Company. "Proper planning
and coordination was key to preventing down -time. We also
replaced the main electrical on the roof without impacting
the building tenants throughout the entire process."

Converting to a chilled water system allowed MacArthur
and his team to use a temporary chiller in the parking lot
to pump water to the roof. Next, they replaced the coils in
the air handler and cooled the building with the temporary
chiller. "This gave us time to remove the other system com-
ponents, crane on new chillers and switch over to the on -site
chillers," added MacArthur.

As a part of the HVAC replacement, the existing Johnson
Controls' Facility Explorer building automation system

was upgraded to digital. This cloud -based solution, which
MacArthur refers to as the HVAC system's "central brain,"
allows property management to instantaneously review
building data to monitor performance and systems oper-
ations and then make adjustments as needed from remote
locations.

"With anytime, anywhere access via a computer or mo-
bile device, the energy management team can monitor the
facility on or off -site and diagnose issues that, without these

modern controls, wouldn't have been found until a site visit
was performed," said MacArthur.

Data collected from Facility Explorer shows that the ener-
gy savings due to the HVAC upgrade have been significant.
From July through December of last year, the property re-
alized an energy savings of approximately 35 percent on its
monthly kW/hour usage. This equates to an annual savings
of 500,000 kW -hours and $148,000 in reduced energy costs
per year. It also adds $2.1 million in value to the building.

sustainability resulting from the
new HVAC system is notable as well. The selected equip-
ment exceeds Title 24 energy efficiency requirements for the
state of California, and the building is now eligible to receive
U.S. Green Building Council Leadership in Energy & En-
vironmental Design (LEED) points under LEED Existing
Building Operations and Maintenance 4.0 for Energy and
Atmosphere improvements. It may also qualify for improved
environmental performance.

In addition to the substantial environmental and monetary
benefits resulting in decreased energy costs for the building
tenants, the HVAC improvements have also increased com-
fort, improved indoor air quality, and have created a more
productive and healthier environment for tenants and pa-
tients alike.

"Many tenants are becoming more aware of the impor-
tance of a green workplace," said CNL Healthcare Proper-
ties' Monroe. "So, providing an environmentally efficient
HVAC system combined with the other sustainability initia-
tives completed and planned fot' this facility is a nice selling
point from a marketing and leasing perspective. This build-
ing improvement is a win -win all around."

JEFFREY A. JOHNSON, CPM, UJOHNSONØCYPRESSWESTPARTNERS.COM) IS A MANAGING PARTNER FOR CYPRESS WEST PARTNERS, A
LEADING HEALTHCARE FACILITIES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT FIRM IN RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA, CALIF., THAT PROVIDES PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT AND LEASING SERVICES FOR HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES IN SOUTHERN CALIF., NEV. AND ARIZ.
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SHANNON ALTER,
CPM, (SALTER

ASSOCIAONLINE.
COM) IS REGIONAL

VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ASSOCIA IN

SANTA ANA, CALIF

MS. ALTER
IS ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF

STRATEGIES FOR
WORKiNG WITH

SMALL TENANTS.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS,ORG.

WHAT YOU OFFER

It all started with the cake. Recently, I
decided to make a three -layer cake from
scratch. Dragging out my grandmother's cook
book, The Modern Encyclopedia of Cooking, circa
1955, I chose the butter layer cake ("looks like pie,
tastes like cake"). Too late, I found that a few cru-
cial pages were missing. One layer sunk, one stuck
to the pan and the third was, well, a little heavy.
There was a reason the author included "The 14
causes of butter cake failure."

Effective marketing is just like baking a cake.
Sometimes we forget to look at the whole reci-
pe. When we're in a hurry, we scramble to fill in
the blanks and our efforts fail (consider my cake).
Want sweet success in your marketing efforts this
year? Take advantage of these three layers of op-
portunity.

IIaYjI:1I1
Ibis one caii be tough but there's a payoff, trust
me. We real estate managers are busy people, and
we're often chained to our desks. It's a challenge to
stay top of mind with our clients and out in front
with our employees. What's the secret? It takes
discipline.

Try this in your office: Develop your visibility
plan. You already know which clients are high -
touch. You know which employees are rising stars.
If you don't have a specific client retention plan or
an employee development plan, start now. Don't
lose sight of the marketing loyalists you've worked
so hard to create. Here's the payoff: Marketing
ROl you can take to the bank.

BAKE_ME
/ACAKE_AS

- FAST AS
_\. YOU CAN
.

Yep, there's always going to be a bigger, newer
property that competes with yours. Or a compa-
ny that suddenly appears in your geographic area
or product type. First, think like rock star Tina
Turner: What makesyou better than all the rest?

Next, get down to the nitty gritty at a managers'
meeting. Break out the white board and ask your
team how they see your company: What specif-
ically distinguishes what you offer and makes it
more attractive to your target market? That's part
of your recipe.

A colleague recently wondered why his efforts at
hiring were sinking faster than my cake. Worried
about employee and client retention, he promot-
ed three new assistants to managers all at once,
even though he knew they had only been onboard
for a month. What happened? Not surprisingly,
two of them departed shortly thereafter, and so
did a client.

You'd be surprised at the hiring tips you can get
from a cookbook. We all know it's crucial to have
the right person in the right seat. There's almost
no better way to market our companies and our
abilities to our clients and customers. But some-
times, we fail. 'l'he number one reason why fill-
ings sink to the bottom? Using a recipe where they
don't belong. Number two? Not taking your time.
Sage advice from my butter cake recipe.

Here's the good news for 2016: Smart marketing
means you can have it all. And eat your cake too. .
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OVERTON SQUARE, MEMPHIS / SPOTLIGHT

MEMPHS S A CTY KN@WN
FØR T5 C1=fl MUSCAL,
CULTURAL AND CUUNAY
FHI. TAGL As the city's newly restored Over-
ton Square celebrates this history, it has also evolved into a
modern arts and entertainment epicenter.

Overton Square dates back to the 1960s and early 1970s
and has seen its fair share of ups and downs. Today, however,
the square is thriving as one of the places to be in the city.
It encompasses almost 100,000 square feet of retail space,
spanning 13 buildings and four city blocks.

STØC ØTS
Overton Square first came on the scene in 1969 when liquor
by the drink was legalized in Memphis. The development
prospered through the l970s, attracting young, creative
Memphians and tourists alike.

"It was Memphis' version of San Francisco's Haight -Ash -
bury district in the l970s and 1980s," said Jeremy Reed,
property manager with Loeb Properties, which owns and
operates Overton Square. "It was a haven for young people
to go and escape with friends for a fun, unique, vibrant expe-
rience. The way people talk, it definitely got a little wild and
crazy back then, but that was all part of the experience."

However, the party didn't last forever. When out-of-state
investors purchased the property in the early 1980s, they be-
gan forcing out locally owned tenants in hopes of attracting
large, national chains. By the mid -1980s, the square was in
serious decline as vacancies grew; it slowly became a shadow
of its former self.

By 2009, a developer planned to demolish the square's
historic corner at Cooper and Madison to build a discount
grocery store. But neighborhood groups and the Memphis
Heritage, a non-profit that works to preserve historic build-
ings, opposed and successfully halted the demolition plans.

A NEW LEASE ØN UFE
When Loeb Properties purchased Overton Square in 2012,
it had a vision to bring it back to its former glory, while also
updating it for today's modern lifestyles.

After purchasing 10 acres in the square, Loeb Properties
soon began updating and renovating the historic storefronts.
With many of the buildings built before 1970 and some dat-
ing back to the early 1900s, the task was daunting.

"Of the 'original' buildings at Overton Square, we've now
made extensive renovations to all but one of the buildings-
and we have plans to get to this building this year," Reed
said. "Typically, the renovations have involved gutting the
structure back to the studs and starting over on the interior."

Other updates included adding a second level to one build-
ing that formerly had open air space and 30 feet ceilings.
Loeb Properties also carved two breezeways out of former
occupied space to improve pedestrian flow and accessibility.
They also converted a rear parking lot into a lively courtyard
space that can accommodate 1,000 people, complete with a
performance stage.

Despite these dramatic changes, many of the architectural
elements on the exteriors of the buildings were preserved.

Further, there was more to the restoration than aesthet-
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SPOTLIGHT / FAMOUS PRoPERTIES

ics. "There's been a big focus on making the property us-
er-friendly and functional," said Reed. "We've worked to
remove or prevent pedestrian obstructions, added numerous
bike racks, constructed a public restroom, made space for an
ATM and worked with the city to create loading zones and
no -parking zones."

Anchored by live -music venues and a move theater, the
square now has 29 tenants, half of which are restaurants.
The square also has yoga and barre studios, a salon, retailers,
a large parking garage and a rooftop garden.

The property also has more than a dozen public art piec-
es, including murals, a mosaic, a forged aluminum and cast
glass archway, stained glass and a chimes tower. The most
iconic piece is Gyroscopic, a 31 -feet tall sculpture featuring
a rotating sphere with color -changing LED lighting that is
particularly awe-inspiring at night.

"The property is essentially a work of art, but it's function -

a! at a high level too," Reed said. "When tenants come to
work, and when people visit the property, there's more than
just the sum of its parts that makes this a one -of -a -kind desti-
nation. It's an experience that helps bring people back over
and over again."

MANAGNG AN CN
REBØN
By November 2015, the square was 100 percent leased and
occupied. While Overton Square's history itself was a huge
draw for tenants, Loeb Properties also attracted tenants by
marketing its professional management and the company's
capital investment as proof of its long-term commitment to
the property and the community.

Traffic flow to the property was also a significant draw for pro-

spective tenants. "In 2015, we estimated traffic of about one mil-
lion visitors to the property, which was around the same amount
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OVIRli)N SQUARE, MEMPHIS / SPOTLIGHT

of annual visitors to the Memphis Zoo, a huge attraction," Reed
said. "So, we have the retail traffic to help with exposure."

Of course, with that staggering number of visitors, main-
taining the property while also keeping it fresh, new and
exciting is a constant challenge. "We want to be sure our
success isn't due to our novelty, so we're always working to
raise the bar for what we want to achieve," said Reed. "Part
of that means working with tenants to improve their opera-
tions, expand their services or otherwise he more appealing
to the public."

The square's retail tenants also look to Reed and his team
to bring new and exciting events to the property, which ulti-
mately bring in more customers for their businesses. There-
fore, part of Reed's role is to help oversee the promotional
fund that tenants contribute to in order to bring more people
to the property. Reed oversees Overton Square's Director of
Public Events, who brings high -traffic events to the property,
such as music festivals, art festivals and thc like.

In addition to his work with tenants, Reed's top day-to-day
focus is overseeing vendors to make sure the property is clean
and well maintained (e.g., landscaping, trash collection,
lighting, painting and parking). Additionally, he is charged
with managing the contracted security personnel to ensure
the safety and of the square -a crucial component
in managing such a busy and bustling property.

SPUITNG CHANGE
The rebirth of Overton Square has also been a catalyst for
development in Midtown Memphis. "By exemplifying how
successful a renovation could be, and by revealing an un-
tapped market for retail and housing in this part of the City,
it seems other investors, businesses and developers have tak-
en notice," Reed said.

According to Reed, Ballet Memphis recently purchased a
vacant hotel adjacent to Overton Square and is now build-
ing a new state-of-the-art office and practice space; Kro-
ger is building a larger, modernized grocery store a few
blocks away; and on Union and Madison (the two biggest
streets in Midtown) several other projects in the works.

Overton Square has been a shining example of rejuvena-
tion and change - while staying true to its Memphis roots.
"It starts at the top, with committed owners willing to invest
heavily into a dream to give something back to the commu-
nity, while maintaining profitability," said Reed.

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF YOU
HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN
IREM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM®, PLEASE
E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØIREM.ORG.
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In today's shared economy, inch- icant growth segment in the lodging inclustiy in the U.S.

viduals seeking temporary lou- Looking beyond U.S. borders, this trend has grown even more significantly. In

ger-term housing arc more likely Rio dejaneiro, Brazil, where most buildings arc condominiums, the emergence of

to turn to a service like Airbnb the so-called Apart -Hotel has seen noteworthy growth in thc last few years.

than a traditional hotel. In fact, ___________________________________________________

according to the Corporate Housing
Providers Association, revenue from One of the reasons for this growth is Brazil's current economic downturn, which

the rental of furnished apartments to has made the structure of the Apart -Hotel beneficial financially for both unit own -

short -term tenants has become a signif- ers and tenants. For owners, it is an alternative way to market space and fill vacan-

APART-HOTELS FREQUENTLY SERVE AS CORPORATE HOUSING,

a
Marketing corporate housing, especially in the U.S., differs from marketing conventional apart-
ments. Property managers looking to market their properties as corporate housing should keep the

following principles in mind when they approach companies about this opportunity:

> Ensure you're talking to the right person. such as the HR contact or relocation director (i.e., move

beyond the front desk staff).
) Be prepared with an intentional agenda and key talking points.

www.irembooks.org
> Bring something to the table and incentive them to partner with you. Specific tactics vary by

market and business, but one example is to let a company present an offer to their employees for

a waived application fee. This can help them look good to their employees.

> Select potential partners strategically. Target elite partnerships by focusing on companies that

hire your target market.
> Excerpt from Field Gwde for Practical Apartment Management.
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cies quickly. For tenants, it allows them to stay in highly cov-
eted parts of Rio at a cheaper rate than at a traditional hotel.

There are other non -financial benefits for tenants. Accord-
ing to Leonardo Schneider, CPM, and President of IREMs
newest chapter, Rio dejaneiro Chapter No. 120, "Apart -ho-
tels give tenants the chance to integrate themselves in the
city and live as an authentic 'Carioca.' In addition, visitors
who cannot get a room at the exclusive hotels in an area like
Copacabana Beach can still stay close to the water and oth-
er sites at an Apart -Hotel. This is more important to many
tourists than having the usual hotel amenities." Some visitors
to Rio concerned about the safety in the city opt to stay in
Apart -Hotels because they arc often located in more residen-
tial areas, which may be less targeted for crime.

As the demand for this type of housing has increased, so have
the prices and the range of types of Apart-Hotels-from
smaller spaces for budget travelers up to large luxury flats
featuring high-tech equipment and a host of services. Many
properties that hold a large amount of Apart -Hotel spaces are
adding hotel -type amenities such as a front desk with con-
cierge service, security and private drivers for hire. This has
put pressure on many in the service industry to learn English
in order to be able to better serve Rio's international clientele.

Schneider manages a property in Copacabana where 70
percent of the residents in the building are temporary. "This
condominium building over time has started to function
more as a hotel than residential housing and is very lucrative
for owners," stated Schneider. "During the two big events we
hold annually in the city-Carnival and New Year's Eve-a
unit owner can make enough revenue for the whole year just
by renting out the space during these times."

As this residential trend increases in the city and in an-
ticipation of the upcoming Olympic Games, property man-
agers in Rio are concerned about what will happen with
these Apart -Hotels, given there are no laws currently to
regulate their activity. Of l)articular note, there is no reg-
ulation when a conflict arises between a unit owner and a
short-term tenant. "This is truly the challenge facing us in
Apart -hotels," said Schneider. Temporary residents, unlike
owners, are not held to the rules established by a condomini-
um board. "As professional property managers, we must be
aware of this challenge and come up with strategies to deal
with them without any official laws in place." .

APPROVED IN OCTOBER BY THE
GOVERNING COUNCIL, IREM'S NEWEST
CHAPTER IS IN RIO DE JAN EIRO,
BRAZIL. The new chapter, Rio De Janeiro No. 120, is
the second IREM chapter in Brazil. REM's first Brazilian
chapter, Sao Paulo No. 111, was formed in 2003.
Rio de Janeiro Chapter No. 120 joins REM as the 15th
chapter outside the United States. In addition to the
existing one in Sao Paulo, REM has several chapters in
Canada, as wetl as in China, Japan, Poland, Russia and
Korea.

BELOW: This traditional condominium property in
Copacabana has units that serve as an Apart -Hotel. It is

Located in a tourist area fuU of visitors from other parts
of Brazil and abroad. The property is attractive because
of its close proximity to the beach and nice views.

LEAH MISBIN, M.A. (LMISBiN/REM,ORG) IS DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS AT IREM HEADQUARTERS.
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IREM's Leadership and Legislative Summit will
again feature Capitol Hill Visit Day in Washington,
D.C. on April 13, 2016. In 2015, over 240 individuals
participated in 170 Congressional meetings to advocate for
the real estate management industry. In preparation for this
year's event, IREM's Public Policy Priorities for 2016 have
been identified. Even if you can't attend this year, you can
help protect the interests of the industry. Capitol Hill Visit
Day is only a single event in IREM's advocacy efforts. Effec-
tive advocacy is a continuous process, and there are many
ways you can make your voice heard. In addition to letters,
calls and emails, visiting your legislators in their district of-
fices is a great way to meet them without traveling to Wash -

ington.

MARKETPLACE FAIRNESS
ACT/ONLINE SALES TAX
Advocates for online sales tax claim this is not a new tax
but a tax that is already owed to states. Whereas advo-
cates against online sales tax claim the collection of sales
tax from out of state purchases is too complex and would
place unnecessary burdens on online retailers. REM sup-
ports passage of this legislation because there is an unfair
advantage given to onLine retailers vs. brick -and -mortar
storefronts. Individuals tend to utilize brick -and -mortar
services then do comparative shopping online. Prices on-
line tend to be less without a sales tax.

In March of 2015, Senator Michael Enzi introduced S.
698, the "Marketplace Fairness Act of 2015." Additional-
ly' in June of 2015, Representatives Jason Chaffetz and
Steve Womack introduced the "Remote Transactions Par-
ity Act" of 2015, HR 2775, which is similar to the "Mar-
ketplace Fairness Act." REM supports both bills and has
been active in lobbying for their passage.

REM is a member of the Marketplace Fairness Now co-
alition to pass fair legislation to equitably tax online trans-
actions.

,*g 4''.'.- 

If you are interested in learning more about IREM's
advocacy efforts and how you can help, check out
REM's public policy website
www.irem.org/public-policy

OR CONTACT Andrew Lomo at (312) 329-6011 or

alomo(ãJREM.org.

For information on IREM's 2016 Capitol Hilt Visit Day,
check out www.irem.org/events/
leadership -and -legislative -summit.

1031 LIKE -KIND EXCHANGE
The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 1031 like -kind
exchange technique is fundamental to the real estate invest-
ment sector, Section 1031 allows businesses and individuals
to essentially "swap" property for another "like kind" prop-
erty that is of equal or greater value. 'rhe business or individ-
ual can then defer paying capital gains taxes on the sale of
the property that is exchanged.

The current law provides investors with the maximum
flexibility in managing their real estate portfolio. Real estate
is essentially an illiquid asset that requires substantial com-
mitments of cash. Flexibility is needed in order to assure the
free movement of property and capital. It is imperative to
maintain this section of the IRC and to avoid placing a cap
on the amount of capital gain delerred. Keeping this lan-
guage in place will encourage real estate investment and spur
the economy.

President Obama's FY16 budget proposal contained mod-
ifications to the 1031 like -kind exchange, including limiting
the amount of capital gain deferred from the exchange of
real property to $1 million per taxpayer per taxable year.
Also, the amount of real estate gain that qualifies for deferral
would be limited.
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2016 PUBLIC POLICY PRIORITIES
Most of IREM's pl'ioritics remain the same from last year,
though there are some key changes. Disparate Impact, Post-
al Service Reform and Copper Theft were all removed from
the list. While these are still important issues, it is unlikely
they will see any significant action in 2016. We will contin-
ue to monitor these issues and update members if something
develops.

Several tax issues have been on the watchlist for several
years that could possibly see mean ngful action this year.

CARRIED INTEREST
Carried interest has been a target for many years to raise
revenue. Proposed legislation in the past would have
changed the tax treatment of carried interest from capital
gains to ordinary income, which would almost double the
taxes for any transaction with a carried interest scenario.
IREM has advocated against changing the tax treatment of
carried interest because real estate is a long term invest-
ment and provides an incentive for investors.

As the House Ways and Means Committee Chair Rep-
resentative Paul Ryan indicated that he would not include
any changes to carried interest in tax reform efforts until
at least 2017. Since then, several representative from both
sides of the party have expressed interest in eliminating
carried interest altogether.

Although it is unlikely any action will occur on the fol-
lowing issues during 2016, we continue to monitor and
advocate Ofl:

> Federally Assisted Housing Issues
> Regulation of Drones
> FASB Lease Accounting Standards
> Basel Ill Standards-Risk-weight calculation of all com-

mercial real estate loans for financial institutions
> Lead -Based Paint Regulations

STATE AND LOCAL ISSUES:
IREM has added two issues to our priorities. Both of
which are state and local issues. Being an election year,
congress will likely be slower than usual. This makes for
a perfect opportunity to get involved in your state-which
are more likely to be active during an election year.

e
RIGHT TO REST
LEGISLATION AND
HOMELESSNESS
Recently there has been a movement in the states to protect
the rights of homeless. One measure we have seen pop p in
some states is the "Right to Rest." The intention is to fight the
criminalization of homelessness. The reasoning behind the
right to rest is to allow homeless people the ability to carry
out life sustaining actions such as eating, sleeping, standing,
sitting and in some cases begging, on public property. This
could include sidewalks, parking lots and parks.

This appears to be an example of good intentioned legis-
lation with unintended consequences. While we are sympa-
thetic to the struggle those who are homeless face, the Right
to Rest Act would have many serious consequences. Effects
of these laws would be seen beyond property management.
It is important to let your elected officials kiiow how this leg-
islation could affect not only your work, but your life outside
of work.

SHORT-TERM RENTALS
With the sharing economy booming, short-term rentals
are more popular than ever. Services such as Airl)nh,
HorneAway and Couchsurfing connect those looking to
travel with people who are willing to rent out their home,
or a room within their home in much the same way a ho-
tel would. Rentals can last from a single night to several
weeks, leaving the renter with very little accountability.
To curb this, some municipalities have introduced regu-
lations ranging from outright banning the practice, to im-
posing taxes and requiring insurance. Short-term rentals
can be problematic for property managers as they are
left policing the short-term tenants with no knowledge of
who they are. Some landlords have embraced this trend
by working with their tenants to allow short-term rentals,
and collecting a fee from each rental.

For more on all of the 2016 Public Policy Priorities, check it out at REM's public policy website
www.irem.org/public-poiicy.
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SPOTLIGHT / NEW PRODUC:TS

ADATA LIGHTING: WIRELESSLY CONTROLLED
LED LAMP
'l'he Aura RGB (Red, Blue, and Green) lamp, available through ADATA, com-
bines 256 shades of color to get a combination of millions of shades in one tiny
little bulb. Best of all, this energy -saving bulb uses as few as 7 watts to deliver 16
million different color combinations. Configured via Bluetooth technology, the
lamp can be controlled via your Smartphone or tablet to shift the mood of any
space.
Available through AEJATA Lighting; www.adatalighting.com.

THE DROPPLER
IRe Droppler, available tir rough
Nascent, is a white, speaker -looking,
Smart gadget that has the ability to
"listen" to the flow of water leaving the
tap, measure it and provide data to the
user in order to create an awareness of
water usage. The Droppler, which sits
next to your faucet, has a bar of light
that serves as a visual reminder to con-
sumers, empowering thtin to reduce
water consumption.
Available through Nascent; www.
nascentobjects. corn/drop pier.
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TRIPP LITE: FOLDABLE
POWER STRIPS
Perfect Ibr bending around corners,
the Tripp Lite Foldable Power Strip,
available through Tripp Lite, is the
perfect solution for small or odd-
ly -shaped spaces. Featuring a piot
point every 12 inches, the power stips
are able to accommodate 12 outlets,
and are compatible with device plubs,
AC adapters and transformers without
blocking adjacent outlets.
Available through Tripp Lite; www.

tripplite.com
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'l'he Aura RGB (Red, Blue, and Green) lamp, available through ADATA, com-
bines 256 shades of color to get a combination of millions of shades in one tiny
little bulb. Best of all, this energy -saving bulb uses as few as 7 watts to deliver 16
million different color combinations. Configured via Bluetooth technology, the
lamp can be controlled via your Smartphone or tablet to shift the mood of any
space.
Available through AEJATA Lighting; www.adatalighting.com.

THE DROPPLER
IRe Droppler, available tir rough
Nascent, is a white, speaker -looking,
Smart gadget that has the ability to
"listen" to the flow of water leaving the
tap, measure it and provide data to the
user in order to create an awareness of
water usage. The Droppler, which sits
next to your faucet, has a bar of light
that serves as a visual reminder to con-
sumers, empowering thtin to reduce
water consumption.
Available through Nascent; www.
nascentobjects. corn/drop pier.
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NEW KODAK SUPER 8MM
B1ack-socks-t nd-sandals dads all around the world rejoice! Kodak just re-re-
leased a digital Super 8. Did you just read that right? In an effort to revive the
film camera staple from the 1960s, '70s and '80s and put it in the hands of a new
generation of directors and Indie filmmakers, Kodak created a film camera that

4 has both digital and analog outputs. You could record onto a film cartridge in
- 8mm or onto an SD card. The 8mm film then can be processed and also convert-

ccl into a digital format. The cartridges run between $50-75 and the camera will
cost you between $450-750 dollars when it comes out.
Available at www.kodak.com/ek/us/en/consumerIproducts/super8/defaulf.htm

FIRST ALERT WI -Fl CONNECTED BLUETOOTH SAFE?
In today's world cyber security attacks, a safe that is connected to your wireless networks sounds like a
really good idea, right?

First Alert thinks so. This safe connects to your Wi-Fi network or your Wi-Fi/Bluetooth connected
mobile device and uses a combination of TouchlD and/or passcodes to unlock its valuables via a mo-
bile app. The safe is battery operated (better stock up) and has a built in accelerometer to detect shady
motion activity. The safe goes on sale in Q2 of this year and will cost $500 and up based on the size
you would prefer.
Available at www.firstalert.com/onelinkJwfi-safe

HARMAN PUPIL -BASED MONITORING

SYSTEM
Harman, the car stereo manufacturer, makes units that
connect all your devices via Bluetooth and are controlled
with your car stereo. Harman is now trying to minimize the
risk of bad driving habits by analyzing the driver's pupils
to see how distracted or sleepy they are. By looking at the
pupil movement and dilation, the set top rear -facing camera
can see how much cognitive load a person might have and
will adjust the user interface of its in -dash systems accord-
ingly. With the automakers shifting focus on autonomous
driving of their vehicles, this is a necessary step in the right
direction. In the very near future this means that the car
systems would be able to supplement our driving habits with
additional help and automatically keep eyes on the road
even if we are too distracted.
Read more at www.harman.com

EHANG 18i FLYING MACHINE
What if instead of you flying a drone.. .it flew you? A new
Chinese manufacturer proposes just that. Revealed at this
year's CES in Las Vegas, the EHang 184 autonomous
drone could take a passenger on a 23 minute (approxi-
mately 10 -mile) flight using one charge. The details are
still dicey. With a pending FAA approval, a cost between
$300K -$400K and a production in the "very near future,"
the EHang 184 is yet to figure out the logistics of even where
to land this 440lb-flying machine once you do go up in the
air. In spite of the missing details, we are finally getting
closer to that George jetson-type of future we have all been
dreaming about ever since we were kids.
Read more at http://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/is-this--the-
autonomous-taxi-of-our-dreams--1751426309
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HIGHER GROUND

IREM ETHICS
ENFORCEMENT
PART 1 OF 3: COMPLAINT AND RESPO

IRE\1 was fbundcd UII d platforni of eth-

ical real estate professionalism and takes
upholding the IREM Code of Professional Eth-

ics seriously. The process to file a complaint is a
straightforward means to help ensure ethical be-
havior is upheld.

If you are a member of IREM, or work with a
real estate professional who is a member of IREM,
and believe there has been an IREM ethics viola-
tion, what do you do? How do you file an ethics
complaint?

A key resource is the IREM website, www.irem.org,
which outlines the steps for the process to file an
ethics complaint. Under IREM/Home/Member-
ship/Ethics is a link "Format for Filing an Ethics
Complaint."

To file an ethics complaint, submit a letter to
IREM containing the following information:

> Your name and address
> Name and address of the Respondent
> IREM membership status of the Respondent
> Relationship between you and the Respondent
> Statement of the facts of the situation
> Articles of the IREM Code of Professional Ethics

or 1REM pledge you believe have been violated

Attach to the ethics complaint any documents you
believe support your allegations and submit the
package to IRF'i, with attention to the Ethics
Department.

WHAT IS DONE WITH YOuR COkIIPLAINT?

Upon receipt of your complaint, you will be no-
tified that the complaint has been received. The
complaint will then be put on the agenda for the
next IREM Ethics Inquiry Board meeting. The

Respondent is not initially notified of the com-
plaint filed against him or her.

At the IREM Ethics Inquiry Board meeting,
the board members consider the facts as you have
presented them. Since the Board's only infor-
mation is provided by you in the complaint, it is
important that you support any complaint in as
thorough a manner as possible. Careful consider-
ation is given by the Board to every complaint,
with three possible outcomes.

1 > The Board may determine that there is not a
reasonable cause to believe an ethics violation has
occurred and they may dismiss the case. IREM
staff notifies you of their decision.

2 > The Board may open an investigation before
making a decision. In this situation, either you
and/or the Respondent may be asked to provide
additional information for consideration. In this
case, both parties are notified of a pending deci-
sion on the complaint.

3 > The Board may determine that there is rea-
sonable cause to determine an alleged violation of
the IREM Code ofProfessional Ethics has occurred. If
this happens, the Respondent is asked to provide a
written response to the complaint. Both the com-
plaint and response are forwarded to the Ethics
Hearing and Discipline Board for their process.

Throughout this process, absolute confidentiality
is maintained to protect you and the Respondent.
Any Board members with a bias recuses them-
selves from consideration of a complaint. It is the
responsibility of the Board to be just and fair in all
deliberations to the benefit of all concerned. .

SINCE THE
BOARD'S ONLY
INFORMATION IS
THAT PROVIDED

BY YOU IN THE
COMPLAINT,
IT IS

IMPORTANT

THAT YOU
SUPPORT ANY
COMPLAINT IN
AS THOROUGH
A MANNER AS
POSSIBLE.

DEE HERMAN, CPM,
(DHERMANØZPI.
NET) WORKS AT
ZIFF PROPERTIES,
INC. IN MOUNT
PLEASANT, S.C.
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Away With Geese

Geese Gone. Guaranteed.
Maintenance -free and guaranteed
to remove nuisance Canada Geese from
all commercial property types, such as:

 Ponds/Waterways
 Rooftops/Buildings
 Greenspaces/Lawns

Proven and trusted by professionals
for over a decade. The patented,

lightflashing, solar powered system
is uniquely designed to disrupt geese vayWith

and drive them away permanently! IL
No more geese, mess,
or costly destruction
...GUARANTEED!

Water Unit Shown

VISIT WWW.AWAYWITHGEESE.COM/JPM
OR CALL 513.941.6730 to place an order or request

a free placement study of your property.

Do you have an idea from your business

that you want to share with the who's who

of the real estate management industry?
Do you want to bolster your reputation?
Gain experience? Get involved?

IREM invites you to present an

education session at its annual IREM®
Fall Conference.

With an audience of more than 600
industry leaders from around the world,
you can share your passion and your
knowledge by speaking at the IREM Fall

Conference this year.

lREM FALL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

SAN DIEGO, CA

OCTOBER 18-21, 2016

FUND DEBT ASSET
MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT MANAGEMENT

GLOBAL ANALYTIX
VALUATIONS PORTAL

These out -of -the -box solutIons take flexibility to a whole new level and signifIcantly enhance the user experience
with standard functionality, quick implementation times, and an intuitive user interface.- - - __ __ ____

TO REQUEST A PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION VISIT

ARI0MRISOFTWARE.COM/INVEST software
02016 MRI Souiware LLC. All rights reserved.
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[LEFTI TREE REPURPOSING AT CARLSON COURT IABOVEI BENTALL KENNEDY E -WASTE COLLECTION AT
CLOVERDALE MALL,

Sustainability is one of Bentall Kennedy's core values, and its REME Award win- ash trees-had moved onto several of
fling ForeverGreen Strategy demonstrates exemplary practices in sustainability, its properties. An innovative solution
such as seeking out innovative solutions for managing waste streams. Bentall Ken- was offered by a waste service provider
nedy's sustainability initiatives also enhance the reputation of the real estate indus- that enabled the organization to reduce
try. One way it does this is by raising the bar on data reporting from waste service its environmental impact, while also
providers. Since 2010, waste to landfill has decreased by seven percent while waste contributing to the community. The
diversion rates have increased, solution was to repurpose trees into

"When it comes to waste management, our main focus is on reducing the amount valuable wood products onsite, then
that is sent to landfill while driving improvements in our waste diversion numbers. deliver the products to suppliers for dis-
As part of our ForeverGreen strategy, we seek innovative solutions to drive im- tribution to the local marketplace. As
provements across our portfolio. To the teams at Bentall Kennedy, sustainability a result, more than 95 percent of dam -
is simply better business," said Cheryl Gray, CPM, Senior Vice President, Bentall aged trees onsite were diverted from
Kennedy, Toronto, Canada. "Our environmental, social and governance practices the landfill and other Bentall Kenne-
enhance long-term value for investors by reducing risks, reducing operating costs dy properties have since considered
and increasing tenant loyalty." this alternative, creating almost 6,000

pounds of lumber. Since milling is done
Repurposing Infected Trees onsite, there are also no transportation
Bentall Kennedy discovered that the emerald ash borer-a beetle hazardous to costs or emissions.
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Cheryl Gray, CPM,
Senior Vice President,
Bentall Kennedy, Toronto, Canada

BENTALL KENNEDY
PORTFOLIO
Number of residential units
>11,681

Square feet of commercial space
>132 million

Scope
>lnternational

Explore a
video about
Bentall Kennedy's
ForeverGreen
Strategy at
irem. orglremewinners

REME Bentall
AWARD Kennedy

WINNER
SPOTLIGHT

WE WILL CONTINUE TO WORK
WITH OUR WASTE SERVICE
PROVIDERS TO REFINE PROCESSES
AND GET BETTER DATA.
WE WILL CONTINUE TO ENGAGE
TENANTS IN WASTE REDUCTION
INITIATIVES AND EXPAND OUR
OFFERING OF ZERO WASTE SERVICES.

Engaging Shoppers: E -Waste Retail Challenge

Bentall Kennedy retail icams across Canada launched the National E -Waste
Challenge during Earth Week. Twenty-one shopping centers across Canada par-
ticipated to keep landfills free of computers, televisions and other electronic devic-
es. In one day, 182,084 pounds of c -waste was diverted from reaching landfills and
carbon dioxide emissions were reduced by 253,805 pounds.

Reducing Its Coffee Footprint
hvo of Beiitall Keiuicdy's ()ntai'io iiialls were the first shopping centers in Canada
to launch the Grounds to Garden program designed to erase the properties' "cof-
fee footprint" by repurposing used coffee grounds into a sustainable potting soil.

Recycling Cigarette Butts
At a single -tenant suburban office property in Mississauga, the property man-
agement team began recycling cigarette butts. When cigarette collection bins are
emptied, the contents are shipped to a processing company and are recycled into
a variety of industrial products, such as plastic pallets, and any remaining tobacco
is reworked into tobacco composting. After only six months, the property is now
shipping out a box of butts every three weeks and has sent 195 pounds, or an
eye-opening 266,000 butts, to be recycled.

Keeping an Eye on Future Sustainability Opportunities
"There are still many opportunities for growth as it relates to waste reduction
across our portfolio," said Gray. "We will continue to work with our waste service
providers to refine processes and get better data. We will continue to engage ten-
ants in waste reduction initiatives and expand our offering of zero waste services.
We will continue to take lessons learned from pilot projects such as cigarette butt
recycling and share those lessons and best practices across the organization to en-
courage uptake at other properties." .
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THERE SHOULD
BE GREAT

CONCERN

WITH THE

ENFORCEABILITY
OF THE LEASE,

WHETHER

EXPENSES IN
CONNECTION WITH

THE MARIJUANA
ACTIVITY AND

PROPERTY ARE

DEDUCTIBLE,
AND WHETHER

OTHER EXPOSURE
ISSUES EXIST.

MARK LEE
LEVINE. PHD, LLM

(TAX), JO, CPM,
(MLEV!NE(ÔDUEDU)

IS PROFESSOR
AND CHAIR

HOLDER FOR THE
BURNS SCHOOL AT

THE UNIVERSITY
OF DENVER IN

DENVER.

MARIJUANA:
SHOULD_YOU
TO TENANTS

LEASE
IN THE

MARIJUANA BUSINESS?
owners arid property managers

have exposure if they supl)ort an illegal

marijuana activity. On the Federal level, man-
juana use is generally illegal, and on the state level,
it may be legal or illegal. There are now close to 30
states and Washington, D.C. that allow such use.

How can state law allow the use of the real es-
tate, such as a warehouse, for dealing with mari-
juana and tax deductions in connection with mar-
ijuana business, when the Federal government
holds under Federal law that such activity in con-
nection with marijuana is not legal?

To illustrate the concern, if a CPM was consid-
ering a lease for the owners of a warehouse, and
that warehouse was to be used in connection with
marijuana, this activity would violate Federal
law, even if state law allows such use. Under the
Federal Controlled Substances Act (CSA, see 21
USC Sec 812), "it shall be unlawful for any person
knowingly or intentionally:
(1) to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or pos-
sess with intent to manufacture, distribute, or dis-
pense, a controlled substance; or
(2) to create, distribute, or dispense, or possess
with intent to distribute or dispense, a counterfeit
substance."

So why would the owner of the property or the
CPM be concerned with this law? The use of the
warehouse, noted above, violates this law. This
means there can be major penalties, including
fines, incarceration, loss of property (confiscation)
and other sanctions.

I*F1*
Real estate investors are accustomed to deducting
expenses incurred in connection with their real

estate investments. But what if those expenses are
not deductible? What if the expenses are deemed
to be incurred in conducting an illegal business?

There are provisions in state and Federal tax
laws that deny deductions for expenses related to
an illegal business. See, for example, Internal Rev-
enue Code Sections 162 (c) and 280 E. And, impor-
tantly, in an employee discharge case related to the
use of marijuana, the Colorado Supreme Court has
held (Coats v. Dish) that the employee could be dis-
charged because the use of marjuana was not legal
under both Colorado and Federal law. This same
argument can be made to deny the real estate own-
er the deductions for the warehouse expenses, if the
property was used in connection with marijuana.

> Maybe the decision in 'oa1s v. Dish will not be
applied in the setting of the examining the de-
ductibility of business expenses for marijuana.

> Maybe the Colorado law will not be followed by
other states when examining this issue.

> Maybe Congress will act to allow the deduc-
tions where a state has legalized the use of mar-
ijuana within given limits.

When an owner or manager of real estate is in-
volved in leasing real estate to a business that in-
volves marijuana, there should be great concern
with the enforceability of the lease, whether ex-
penses in connection with the marijuana activity
and property are deductible, and whether other
exposure issues exist. Certainly there will be more
to come on these changing issues. .
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WHEN BEACON COMMUNITIES
DECIDED TO CONVERT IT'S ENTIRE
MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO OF MORE
THAN 70 PROPERTIES INTO SMOKE -
FREE COMMUNITIES, THE GOAL WAS
SIMILAR TO SETTING OUT TO CLIMB
MOUNT EVEREST. BUT BEACON WAS
ABLE TO BREAK UP THE INITIATIVE
INTO SMALLER STEPS, SIMILAR TO
REACHING A SERIES OF BASE CAMPS
ON THE ASCENT, AND ACCLIMATING
ON THE WAY. HOW DID THEY DO IT?
READ ON.

Beacon Communities is a Boston -based real estate devel-
opment and management company that owns and manag-
es approximately 11,000+ apartments in the northeast and
mid -Atlantic states. In August 2015, Beacon implemented a
smoke -free policy across its portfolio, which was initially con-
ceived during the company's 2013 annual meeting. Shortly
thereafter, a cross -functional committee was formed to in-
vestigate and recommend a course of action. The commit-
tee consisted of property managers, regional vice presidents,
maintenance supervisors, resident service coordinators, hu-
man resources and members of Beacon's executive team. in
March 2014, the committee made a recommendation to the
Board of Beacon Communities in favor of implementing a
smoke -free policy. The decision to go smoke -free is in keep-
ing with Beacon's branding, Living Well By Design. "Creating
policies that support and encourage a healthy working and living envi-

ronment seemed to us to be the right thing to dofor our residents and em-

loyees," said Pam Goodman, CEO of Beacon Communiiics.

Beacon intentionally decided that the smoke -free policy
would have no exceptions. This means smoking is not per-
mitted anywhere on a Beacon property, so there are no
designated smoking areas. The policy applies to residents,
visitors who come to the property, employees, vendors and
contractors. The fact that the policy is all -encompassing and
applies to everyone has been favorably received by a signifi-
cant percentage of the residents living at Beacon properties.

"While the cultural shift to a
smoke -free portfolio proved
a huge undertaking, the
lasting positive change to our
communities is well worth the
effort. With this opportunity to
make a difference in the lives
of Beacon's team members and
residents, we were proud of the
ambitious planning and efforts of
our cross functional team, which
ultimately leçl to the successful
implementation of the smoke -free
policy, improving the health of
many and maybe even saving a
few lives".

-JEFF BAKER,
PRESIDENT OF BEACON RESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT

BASE AMP 1
PROVIDING NOTICE OF
CHANGES TO POLICY

Prior to the implementuon of the smoke -free policy, Beacon
provided residents and employees a 15 -month notice. Bea-
con used this time to obtain resident input on the policy, hold
resident meetings to discuss the initiative, provide change
management training to Beacon team members, update col -
laterals and websites, and prepare the required Lease Ad-
dendums and House Rules. Providing ample notice has been
a key factor in Beacon's successful implementation of this
initiative. In addition, starting in,July 2014, Beacon used its
monthly newsletter, circulated to all 11,000+ apartments, to
focus on various positive aspects of smoke -free living.
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BASE CAMP 2:
TRAINING EMPLOYEES
FOR SUCCESS

One key element of the implementation was to train Resident
Service Coordinators (RSC) and other interested Beacon
employees to be Cessation Coaches. Training was offered
through the American Lung Association's certified
Cessation Coach Program. To date, 36 employees have
successfully completed the program. The free cessation
classes created a supportive environment to help those
who wanted to live a healthier lifestyle by quitting
smoking or reducing the number of cigarettes they
smoked. The classes were held in the various
propertys' community rooms, so this was an
added convenience.

MARKETING THE CAUSE

Smoke -Free buttons were made fbr
team members to wear, and cloth shop-
ping bags with the Beacon smoke -free
logo were distributed to residents. Bea-
con also created a smoke -free video
that was used at resident meetings, cor-
porate events and presentations. The
video underscores the health effects of
second- and third -hand smoke in mul-
tifamily housing, told through the eyes
of a young person. The narrator of the
video is a resident at one of Beacon's
properties.

TO VIEW THE VIDEO
PLEASE LOG ON TO
YOUTUBE AT
https://youtu.be/e4CvpTVhAX4

"The smoke -free policy \
implementation is a marathon, not a
sprint. We prepared for the distance
during the 15 -month notification
period. Though the finish line is
not visible our team is engaged and
committec to

-MARY CORTHELL,
CO-CHAIR OF BEACONS SMOKE -FREE COMMITTEE

One of the final documents created by the Smoke -Free Committee was Beacon's
Smoke -Free Enforcement Policy. This policy consists of warning letters, lease vi-
olation letters, as well as scripts for team members to follow when meeting with
residents in violation of the policy. All team members were given training on the
enforcement policy, including maintenance staff and courtesy patrol officers. To
dateS Beacon has not evicted any resident for violating the policy. However, this
will most likely change in 2016. The open question is whether or not the housing
courts will evict a household for violating the policy.

Over the next two to three years, Beacon will be tracking various data points to
determine the impact of the smoke -free policy on legal costs, evictions, turnover
costs, vacancy loss and insurance claims. The goal of collecting and analyzing the
data is to quantify the expense and/or savings associated with this initiative and
evaluate the data over time. .

MARY CORTHELL 'McORTHELLaBEACONcOMMUNIT!ESLLc.COW IS SENIOR VICE PRESI-
DENT, ASSET MANAGEMENT, FOR BEACON COMMUNITIES LLC IN BOSTON.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP

LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS:
STAY TOGETHER OR BREAK UP?

Consistently doing business with the same
people is:
a. Using connections, improving the chance of
success and displaying loyalty
b. Employing cronyism, maintaining a "boys
club" and showing unfair favoritism

Whether it's an employee or a contractor, the
choice of whom to hire has vast consequences.
Will the work be high quality? Will the worker(s)
be trustworthy and low -maintenance? Risks can
be high when the provider is a poor choice. To in-
crease the chance of success, it's natural and easy
to use people you know. When considering long-
term relationships versus bringing in new blood,
at what point does one surpass another?

When you've used a provider whose work has
consistently been dependable, there are myriad
benefits: If it performs consistently, success is most
likely afail accompli. You know their work behav-
iors and feel comfortable dealing with them. In-
tegrity and trust factors are not questioned. It's as
stress -free and time -saving as possible, and you're
betting on a known winner.

There are times using the known is the best
choice: A client of mine utilized the services of
an environmental expert for almost two decades
without question. Upon involvement, I imme-
diately examined the services and costs. After
some research, I was relieved to find my client
was receiving excellent services, greatly due to his
lengthy involvement.

Long-term i'elauonships can have risks. the pro-
vider may take your loyalty for granted, taking ad-
vantage by doing less work in quantity or quality
or increasing rates without basis. On behalf of a
client, I replaced a management firm because it

c-i

had stopped providing even the basic standards
of care. After a long association, it appeared the
firm became too comfortable thinking their client
would keep them indefinitely and complacency set
in. For example, service providers were not com-
petitively bid and we found one instance alone
where a vendor had been charging up to 25 per-
cent more than others.

With employees, morale can be hurt if hiring or
assigning duties is founded on cronyism and not
based on qualifications, causing demotivation and
resentment. Why bother working to peak perfor-
mance when decisions are made based on favorit-
ism? And people hired because of connections can
easily feel a sense of entitlement if left unchecked.

Granted, a successful history is a strong predic-
tor of future success; however, the measurement
of past success requires regularly scheduled val-
idation. Additionally, long-term providers are
less likely to become complacent knowing they'll
be routinely vetted. When did you last competi-
tively bid all recurring services to assess existing'
vendors?

With employees, perception can be more im-
portant than reality and a known connection may
not be chosen purely to avoid the appearance of
cronyism. It's wise to consistently confirm employ-
ees' treatment is based on performance.

Join me in one of my mantras: "Trust people,
but don't have blind faith." Monitor and verify
your preferred provider is still earning an excel-
lent rating. If it is, stay together, and if it's not, it's
time for a break-up. .

NATALIE D.

BRECHER, CPM,
(NBRECHERa
BRECHER
ASSOCIATES .COM)

IS PRESIDENT
OF BRECHER
ASSOCIATES IN
REDONDO BEACH.
CALIF.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE IREM
PUBLICATION.
TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP IN THE
NEWAGE OF REAL
ESTATE, WRITTEN BY
CHRISTOPHER LEE.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.
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OVER THE
PAST DECADE,
ENERGV COSTS
HAVE RISEN BY
DOUBLE DIGITS
IN MANY STATES.
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REM NSIDER / PEP YALLY SPEAKING

Joe Greenblatt, CPM, believes you have to
spend money to make money-at least when
it comes to staffing up. It's a critical part of successful
expansion, he recently told JPM®, and the numbers certainly
don't dispute that. Greenblatt, who is president and CEO of
San Diego -based Sunrise Management, AMO, reports that
the firm currently has 13,800 units under third -party man-
agement in three West Coast states. And since 2011, he add-
ed, revenues for the 400 -person firm have increased 75 per-
cent. We caught up with the IREM past president (2014), to
chat about how he defines growth, and what 2016 will bring.

O/ You continued to grow your portfolio last year.
What are your parameters for expansion?
A: We did expand our portfolio, not only in California, but
also in Arizona and Nevada. We saw some strong growth in
both the Arizona and Nevada markets that we serve, as well
as some modest growth in California. As a fee managemcnl
company, everything we do is designed to serve third -party
investors and to provide value -add services.

c/ Would you consider a national expansion?
A: We'll continue to grow regionally, but I don't see expand-
ing east beyond Texas or entering the Midwest. We leverage
a lot of technology and can do a lot virtually, but real estate is

A PROFILE
GROWTH

BY JOHN SALUSTRI

r
I

still a local business, and we want our key contributors at the
properties and visiting with our people.

Q,

/ Is growth centered on the upcycle, or is there a

touch of grave dancer in you?

A: We can grow in any market. You need good management
to optimize the good times and to survive the bad times. It's a
fact of the business that whenever there's deal volume on the
brokerage side, whether it's at thc start of a cycle or the end,
it creates opportunities for companies like ours.

Q/ How do you sync up expansion and staff growth?
A: We've learned through experience-and in the early
years, bitter experience-that you can't take on a portfolio
and backfill staff. Our greatest resource is our people, and
along with that goes our reputation. Staffing is a front -load-
ed effort on the part of a management -service provider. Our
posture is constantly leaning forward to pursue growth, so
we hire before we need to and have people keyed up to hire
before we need them. That's what keeps us from burning out
our people and helps us keep our clients happy. Of course,
that means that sometimes in certain markets we'll be over-
staffed in anticipation of growth. That's the cost burden we
choose to take on in order to have a team ready to go to work.

'' Jpn MAR.APR2016
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that means that sometimes in certain markets we'll be over-
staffed in anticipation of growth. That's the cost burden we
choose to take on in order to have a team ready to go to work.
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O/ Do you set specific growth goals based on stra-
tegic projections?
A: We do, but given the cyclical nature of investment, the
market and the behavior of investors, a lot of our growth is
predicated on retention. We can do an outstanding job and
work ourselves right out of an engagement. A good case in
point was a 420 -unit community asset we took on back in
2011 with an estimated five -to -seven-year hold. The inves-
tors looked at the income and the prices being paid in the
market and cap rates and they sold it in 2013.

As another example, early in 2015 we took on the leasing
assignment for a 484 -unit tower in downtown San Diego-
Pinnacle on the Park-for a builder out of Vancouver, Can-
ada. Well, our team killed it and candidly made it look easy.
So the owners decided to do the management themselves.
Those 484 units came in and went out in one year.

That's the nature of the business. We project each year
we'll turn over 10 percent of our portfolio. Some years we
turned over nothing and in other years like 2015 we turned
over 17 percent of our portfolio. So, to achieve net growth,
we've got to add portfolio in excess of turnover. To have nct
growth last year we had to add well over 20 percent to our
portfolio.

Q_,
/ Has your high visibility in IREM helped, either

directly or indirectly, with your growth over the years?
A: My volunteer engagement with IREM has provided a
tremendous perspective on real estate management, not just
domestically but globally. It helped provide a deeper under-
standing of the issues we confront and the universality of
some of the issues that third -party management providers
confront, which if nothing else brings comfort.

The other more tangible benefit is the number and the
breadth of the relationships I've made. If I enter another
market I know good people in that market from IREM who I
can look to for information and resources. I also know people
who might like to join our organization at some point in their
career. It's gratifying how many people will reach out either
through Linkedln or email or call.

/ So what will your numbers look like at the end of

the year?

A: I'd like to see us at 15,000 or more units under man-
agement. We may expand into another geographic market
this year. That's a conservative goal for us and we may well

THE OTHER MORE
TANGIBLE BENEFIT
IS THE NUMBER AND
THE BREADTH OF
THE RELATIONSHIPS
I'VE MADE. IF I ENTER
ANOTHER MARKET I
KNOW GOOD PEOPLE IN
THAT MARKET FROM
IREM WHO I CAN LOOK
TO FOR INFORMATION
AND RESOURCES.

exceed that. But, again, the variable is not what we add but
what we lose in turnover. In terms of revenues, since 2011
we've grown our revenues about 75 percent. We'd like to see
a 10 to 15 percent annual revenue growth rate, including rent
growth and portfolio growth.

Q,,

/ What's the key to growth for third -party managers?
A: Allocating resources to growth, meaning people and
time. Technology is important, but unless you direct hu-
man resources to growing the company-and then scale the
company's systems, be willing to invest your own money as
principal and invest it in the people you need-that growth
simply won't occur. Keep in mind that, out of every dollar we
bring in, 80 cents goes to payroll. Our income didn't grow
last year at the same rate as expenses. Our corporate payroll
grew by more than 22 percent to prepare for the next surge
of growth.

So many people have a great capability to manage. They
aspire to growth but struggle with achieving it because
they've got a day job as a property manager. You have to be
willing to spend to facilitate that future growth.

JOE GREENBLATT. CPM, (JGREENBLATTØSUNRISEMGMT.COM) IS PRESIDENT AND CEO OF SUNRISE MANAGEMENT IN SAN DIEGO. A
MEMBER OF THE REM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, GREENBLATT SERVED AS ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT IN 2014.
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FROM LEFT: JAE ROE, CPM. ACoM, SHIRA ALl, CPM AND VERA MCPHERSON. CPM, ARM.

THE INSIDE STORY
FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT-
TURNED CPM LEADER

As a fbrmer Diversity Scholars and Diversity Outreach
Scholarship recipient, I want to share the mark that the
Foundation has made on my career.
I was introduced to IREM in 2006, when I was awarded a complimentary registra-
tion to take the RES2OI track to obtain my ARM certification. After completing
the coursework and passing the ARM exam, I was finally an ARM designee.

I was aware of the coveted CPM designation and learned from other members
of my chapter about the cost and time investment to achieve the designation. At
that point in my career, I did not see how obtaining the designation was within my
reach. While coming from a generation that always asks, "What's next?" I felt that
I had reached a roadblock.

Although my local chapter offers scholarship opportunities, I knew it would take
me years to complete the designation using those funds. At the time, I was not in
a position to cover the out-of-pocket expenses. One day someone shared with me
that there were scholarships through the IREM Foundation. Shortly after finding
out about this opportunity I applied for, and received, a Diversity Outreach Schol-
arship. I was able to repeat this process several times, in addition to applying for
local chapter scholarships, enabling me to complete the required coursework for
the CPM designation within one year. This was no easy feat for a person working
a full-time job and raising a young daughter as a single mother. A huge part of my
motivation was that I had my sights set on transitioning from multifamily to corn-
mercial management. One of my mentors shared with me that obtaining my CPM
designation would show employers how serious I was about my careei This advice
proved to be true. Weeks after finding out I passed the CPM exam and MPSA, I
was offered a position in commercial management.

In 2010 I was awarded a complimentary registration and travel subsidy to attend
a national conference through the Diversity Scholars Program. The experience
of attending a national conference kicked my role with IREM into the next gear

and helped to shape my IREM career.
Since attending the conference, I have
remained active on both the chapter
and national level, having served in
various committee roles within my lo-
cal chapter. I am currently serving as
the 2016 Chapter President. On the na-
tional level, I have served on the IREM
Young Professional Task Force, as a
Governing Councilor and as a commit-
tee member on the Diversity Advisory
Board.

I firmly believe these accomplish-
ments were made possible by the finan-
cial support from the IREM Founda-
tion and the mentorship I received as
part of the process of being a scholar-
ship recipient and a Diversity Scholar
recipient. My mentors, Jac Roe, CPM,
ACoM, and Vera McPherson, CPM,
ARM, have been instrumental in help-
ing me navigate through this journey.

A sincere thank you to the generous
IREM Foundation supporters. Your
donations touch lives and make a dif-
ference! .

SHIRA ALl. CPM (SALkaOIVARIS.COM)

WORKS FOR DIVARIS PROPERTY

MANAGEMENT CORR IN VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

Vera C.
McPherson,
CPM, ARM
W.H.H.
Trice & Co.
Williamsburg, Va.

CORRECTION: Vera C. McPherson, CPM.
ARM, Director, Residential & Commer-
cial Portfolio for W.H.H. Trice & Co., in
Williamsburg, Va., was not included in
the Board of Directors article that ran
in the J/F 2016 issue of JPM®. JPM®
apologizes for the error. The J/F digital
edition of JPM® has been updated with
this change..
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IREM INSIDER

2015 year-end
membership numbers,
INCLUDING ALL MEMBERSHIP TYPES, FOR THE UNITED
STATES AND WORLDWIDE.

MEMBERSHIP COUNTS

CPMMembers ..............................................................................................................8,493

CPMCandidates ................................................................................................3,241

ARMMembers ...................................................................................................4,076

Associate Members ...........................................................................................3,110

ACoMMembers .....................................................................................................150

Academic Members ................................................................................................49

StudentMembers .................................................................................................305

TOTALMEMBERS ............................................................................19,497

AMOHeadquarters

TOTAL AMO COMPANIES ................................................................560

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
LAWRENCE N. SAUER, CPM, CMCA, PCAM, Managing Partner at Associa
tion Advisors New Jersey, LLC has been elected the 2016 New Jersey Chap-
ter Community Association Institute President. His one-year term started
on January 1, 2016. Sauer will work in conjunction with the fifteen member
board participating in decisions affecting policy, operational and financial
related matters for the chapter and advocate for other matters affecting
community associations and the chapter membership throughout the state of
New Jersey.

As one of the largest chapters in the United States, the New Jersey Chapter
of CAl (CAl-NJ) is dedicated to enhancing the quality of community associ-
ation living, through education, legislative advocacy and professional devel-
opment. CAl provides continuous education and resources to help its mem-
bers stay abreast of the current news, laws and issues affecting community
associations in the State of New Jersey.
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20 7Officer & PegionaL Vice
President Nominees SLated

THE REM NOMINATING COMMITTEE HAS ANNOUNCED ITS SLATE

OF NOMINEES FOR 2017 NATIONAL OFFICERS TO SERVE WITH 2017

PRESIDENT, MICHAEL I. LANNING, CPM, CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD, AMO,
KANSAS CITY, MO. THEY ARE:

L'i1'
PRESI DENT- ELECT

J. Benjamin McGrew, CPM, CCIM
Managewest, Inc.
Sacramento, Calif.

SECRETARY/TREASURER
Donald B. Wilkerson, CPM

Gaston and Wilkerson
Management Group, AMO

Reno, Nev.

THE IREM NOMINATING COMMITTEE ALSO SUBMITS THE
FOLLOWING NOMINATIONS FOR REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS
FOR THE 2017-2018 TERM:

REGION NOMINEE REGIONAL JURISDICTION

Mary J. Scherer. CPM
Union Real Estate Del., N.J.. New York, Pa.

5 Brian E. Estes, CPM
The Estes Group. Inc. Ala.. Ark.. La.. Miss.

o Brunetta Harris. CPM
Forest City Residential Management, Inc., AMO Ind.. Ky.. Mich.. Ohio, W. Va.

8 Owayne Alexander. CPM, ARM, ACoM

Southern Nevada Regional Housing Authority Ariz.. Cob.. Nev., N.M.. Utah

11 Michelle W.J. Wong. CPM. ARM
Ideal Properties, Inc. Calif., Hawaii

12 Barry G. Blanton, CPM
Blanton Turner Alaska. Idaho. Mont.. Ore., Wash., Wyo

13 Theodore Ted Rausch, CPM
Colliers International, AMO NC., S.C., Teno.

14 Ron J. Penner, CPM
Globe General Agencies Canada

The elcction will take place during the IREM Governing
Counil taiceting ott Tuesday, April 12, 2016, at the Omni
Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC.IREi\4 l)yl \VS

for additional nominations for officer and regional vice
president positions. Any additional nominations must be

made by a petition signed by at least fifteen (15) members
of the Governing Council delivered to the Executive Vice
President at least ten (10) days in advance of the date set for
the election.
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Leadership and Human March 15-16 Rochester, N.Y.
Resource Essentials -
HRS4O2

Investment Real Estate:
Financial Tools - F1N402

March 1-2 Troy. N.Y.
Managing Residential March 15-18 Clarksville. Tenn.
Properties RES2O1

Managing Residential March 1-4 Memphis, Tenn.
Properties - RES2O1 Managing Residential March 15-18 Flowood, Miss.

Properties . RES2O1
Managing the Physical March 3-4 Troy, N.Y.
Asset - MNT4O2 Managing Residential March 15-22 Oak Brook. Ill.

Properties - RES2O1
Ethics for the Real Estate
Manager ETH800

March 4 Orange. Calif.
Managing Residential March 15-18 Omaha, Neb.
Properties - RES2O1

ARM Certification Exam . March 5 Memphis, Tenn.
ARMEXM Ethics for the Real Estate March 16 Atlanta

Manager - ETH800
Investment Real Estate
Financing and Valuation-

March 7.8 Rockville, Md.
Ethics for the Real Estate March 16 Kirkland, Wash.

Part 1 - ASM6O3 Manager ETH800

Managing Residential March 7-10 Orange, Calif. Marketing and Leasing: March 16-17 Braintree, Mass.
Properties - RES2O1 Multifamily Properties -

MKL4O5
Managing the Physical March 7-8 Charlotte, N.C.

ARM Certification Exam - March 18 Addison, TexasAsset - MNT4O2
ARMEXM

Marketing and Leasing: March 7-8 Reno, Nev.
ARM Certification Exam - March 18 DenverMultifamily Properties -

MKL4O5 ARMEXM

Ethics for the Real Estate March 9 Trevose, Pa ARM Certification Exam - March 18 Trevose, Penn,
Manager - ETH800 ARMEXM

Investment Real Estate March 9-10 Rockville, Md ARM Certification Exam - March 19 Clarksville, Tenn.
Financingand Valuation- ARMEXM
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Investment Real Estate March 21-22 San DiegoHRS4O2
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Investment Real Estate: March 31 -April 1 Orange, Calif.
Financial Tools - F1N402

ARM Certification Exam - April 1 Kirkland, Wash.
ARM EXM

Investment Real Estate April 1 St. Louis
Financing and Valuation -
Part 3 - ASM6O5

Ethics for the Real Estate April 4 Washington
Manager - ETH800

Fair Housing and Beyond - April 5 Braintree, Mass.
FHS2O1

Managing Residential April 5-8 Washington
Properties - RES2O1

ARM Certification Exam - April 9 Washington
ARMEXM

Investment Real Estate: April 14-15 Sacramento, Calif.
Financial Tools - F1N402

Ethics for the Real Estate April 18 Honolulu
Manager - ETH800

Ethics for the Real Estate April 18 Knoxville, Tenn.
Manager - ETH800

Investment Real Estate April 18-19 Golden Valley, Minn.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 1 - ASM6O3

Investment Real Estate: April 18-19 Portland, Ore.
Financial Tools - FIN4O2

Management Plan Skills April 18-21 Houston
Assessment - MPSAXM

Management Plan Skills April 18-21 Livonia, Mich.
Assessment - MPSAXM

Management Plan Skills April 18-21 New Orleans
Assessment - MPSAXM

Management Plan Skills April 18-21 Owings Mills, Md.
Assessment - MPSAXM

Managing the Physical Asset - April 18-19 Austin
MNT4O2

Common Interest OvIp: April 19-22 Honolulu
Managing Condo Association
Properties - Cl0201

Managing Residential April 19-22 KnoxvilLe, Tenn.
Properties - RES2O1

Investment Real Estate April 20-21 Golden Valley, Minn
Financing and Valuation -
Part 2 - ASM6O4

Investment Real Estate: April 20-21 Austin, Texas
Financial Tools - F1N402

Investment Real Estate: April 20-21 Cranston, R.I.
Financial Tools - FIN4O2

Managing the Physical April 20-21 Portland, Ore.
Asset - MNT4O2

Ethics for the Real Estate April 21 Norwood, Mass.
Manager - ETH800

CPM Certification Exam - April 22 Houston
CPMEXM

CPM Certification Exam April 22 Livonia, Mich.
CPMEXM

CPM Certification Exam - April 22 New Orleans
CPMEXM

CPM Certification Exam - April 22 Owings Mills, Md.
CPMEXM

Ethics for the Real Estate April 22 Portland, Ore.
Manager * ETH800

Fair Housing and Beyond - April 22 Rochester, N.Y.
FHS2O1

Investment Real Estate April 22 Golden Valley, Minn.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 3 - ASM6O5

Managing Residential April 22-30 Norwood, Mass.
Properties - RES2O1

ARM Certification Exam - April 23 Honolulu
ARMEXM

ARM Certification Exam - April 23 Knoxville, Tenn.
ARM EXM

Ethics for the Real Estate April 25 South Bend, lnd.
Manager - ETH800

Investment Real Estate April 25-26 Braintree, Mass.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 1 - ASM6O3

Investment Real Estate April 25-26 Charlotte, NC.
Financingand Valuation -
Part 1 - ASM6O3

Investment Real Estate April 25-26 OrLando, Fla.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 1 - ASM6O3

Leadership and Human April 25-26 Chandler, Ariz.
ResourceEssentials -
HRS4O2

Leadership and Human April 25-26 Pittsburgh
Resource Essentials -
HRS4O2

Management Plan Skills April 25-28 Salt Lake City
Assessment - MPSAXM

Managing the Physical April 25-26 Kirkland, Wash.
Asset - MNT4O2

Managing Residential April 26 -May 3 South Bend, Ind.
Properties - RES2O1

Investment Real Estate April 27-28 Braintree, Mass.
Financingand Valuation -
Part 2 - ASM6O4

Investment Real Estate April 27-28 Charlotte, NC.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 2 -ASM6O4

Investment Real Estate April 27-28 Orlando, FIa.
Financing
and Valuation -Part 2-ASM6O4

Investment Real Estate: April 27-28 Kirkland, Wash.
Financial Tools - F1N402

Marketing and Leasing: April 27-28 Chandler, Ariz.
Multifamily Properties -
MKL4O5

CPM Certification Exam - April 29 Salt Lake City
CPMEXM

Investment Real Estate April 29 Braintree, Mass.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 3 -ASM6O5

Investment Real Estate April 29 CharLotte, N.C.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 3 - ASM6O5

Investment Real Estate April 29 OrLando, Fla.
Financing and Valuation -
Part 3 - ASM6O5
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SFi11 DIccQ
BUYERS FACE COMPETITION IN SAN DIEGO
San Diego is definitely a hot invcstmcnt markct. It is a high priority for
people who are looking for assets and it is very difficult to find product.
Multifamily is the most desired product at this time. Vacancies arc low,
rents arc rising and the cap rates are very low. I thiiik there arc literally 10
buyers for every multifamily property. People are looking for that prover-
bial inefficiently managed asset so that they can reposition and renovate
the property and look to significantly raise rents and hold the property
for the long-term. There is even high demand in the office, retail and
hotel markets. The market has come back. There is quite a bit of capital
available and very kw sellers.

ROBERT S. GRISWOLD, CPM, ARM, CRE, CCIM, PRESIDENT
GRISWOLD REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT INC. AMO, SAN DIEGO

Rent Rent RentSector Asking Asking YOYAsk11gcancyRate

ce$3O$29553602k
Retail $30.13 $29.49 2.2% 6.2%

Source: Reis Inc

pi.iocnix nAl IA RIIRFKFR CPM ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS

HOUSING IS HOT IN PHOENIX
Many exciting developments are happening in the metro Phoenix area.
\Eultifamily occupancy is averaging in the mid -90s. Additionally, new
multifamily developments are sprucing up throughout the area with many
in the in -fill locations geared toward an urban lifestyle. The new buildings
are mostly in the A type product and targeting both the rnillennials and
empty nesters. We arc seeing a strong interest in renting verses owning,
although this trend is starting to change in recent months. New aparunent
communities include the luxury condo/townhomc type buildings using
Smart applications for conveniences, such as self -parking garage apps.
Oii the other end of the spectrum, we see units being built smaller than in
past trends and even one micro apartment type is being developed.

iuriin
POPULATION BOOM IN AUSTIN
Multifamily demand is as high as it has ever been. Five years ago, there
was a big study that came out that said 110 people per day were moving to
Austin. That study has been updated and we're now up to 157 people per
day moving into the city. Multifamily occupancies are really, really high,
and there is a lot of new product coming that is all being absorbed rela-
tively quickly. So, it has been a rapid change that has been driven by the
strong economy,job growth and population growth. We may see rental
rates flatten a little bit over the next year and half, but they will still stay
strong and remain close to all-time highs. Austin is really transitioning
from a tertiary market in the eyes of investors to becoming one of those
18 -hour cities that is seeing a ton of demand.

th/ U I
RECOVERY ACCELERA1 ES IN LAS VEGAS
We're finally getting some confidence back from investors and there has
been some velocity as far as acquisitions for the last 15 to 18 months. As
it relates to occupancy and leasing, things are just starting to head in the
right direction. Industrial product types have already recovered. The
retail would he Ihe next product type that is seeing some recover. 'Fhings
are stable. Occupancies are moving forward, although there arc '.till some
submarkets that have challenged pockets. The office market is still at the
early stages of its recovery. Things are moving, but they haven't taken off
or recovered quickly. Fourth quarter is where we see traction taking place,
and we believe it is going to continue throughout 2016.

MEB MANAGEMENT SERVICES, AMO, PHOENIX

Q3 2015 Q3 2014 % Change
ISector

j

Asking Asking YOY Asking 2015
) Vacancy Rate

Office

Source: Reis Inc

STEVEN REA, CPM, VICE PRESIDENT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT,

ROSCOE PROPERTIES, AUSTIN

Sector
03 2015
Asking

I 03 2014
Asking

% Change
I

vov Asking Q3 2015
Rent Rent Vacancy Rate

15 8%
Retail $2

5.Th Pr -'I-i?T iIhI iII

CHRIS JACKSON. CPM, DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL LEASING AND
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, BHHS NEVADA PROPERTIES, COMMERCIAL
DIVISION - MCGAREY GROUP, LAS VEGAS

03 2015 I 03 2014 % Change 03 2015
Asking Asking VOY AskIng Vacancy Rate

Sec tor Rent I

Rent
I

Office
Tho$21 .44 $2165

Source: Re's Inc.
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GET

THE WORD OUT
WITH PHONE BROADCASTING

Rent Manager's fully
integrated phone broad-
casting makes it easy to
contact all of your tenants
in a couple easy steps.

OoO

Any Portfolio,

Any Size,

One Software.

OO
OO

1.800.718.0254 Rent Manager.com

Rent Manage? is a registered trademark olLondon Computer Systems, Inc.
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By1 ENERLIANCE

j: fit
-

YARDI LOBOSTM
Improve tenant comfort. Reduce energy

consumption and cost. Enable automated

demand response participation and system -

level fault detection and diagnostics.

To learn more, call 949.383.4850
or visit www.enerliance.com.
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